[Correlation between the lymphocyte surface potential and membrane potential in various physiological states].
Present work shows that changes in the surface potential (SP) are linearly connected with alterations of the cell membrane potential (MP) at three physiological states of the organism: control (C), induced cancerogenesis (IC) and total reaction of the organism to damage (TRD). In the control greater SP changes are corresponded with the least MP changes. When SP is changed almost by 100%, MP change is about 20%. In the course of TRD development a reverse relationship is observed: 20% change of the charge is corresponded by a practically 100% change of MP. The relationship indices of MP and SP change in the course of TRD and in the control are equal: with a decrease of MP the lymphocyte SP is also decreased. At the initial stages of IC development the relationship index of MP with SP is changed. In this case a 20% decrease of SP is accompanied by a 60% increase of MP.